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Egad, Can It Be?

Zena started OPLSS in Summer 2002, and it’s been running strong ever since!

• At about 100 per year that clocks in at 2000 students!

• Dozens upon dozens of teachers and topics.

By now a premier PL summer school worldwide, all on record (gulp).

https://www.cs.uoregon.edu/research/summerschool/archives.html

https://www.cs.uoregon.edu/research/summerschool/archives.html


We Owe It All To Zena

Organizing OPLSS takes an unimaginable amount of work!

• Organizing program and speakers (see: cats, herding)

• Annual proposal and report to NSF and, in first years, INRIA (thank you!).

• Raising industrial funds (many sponsors over the years).

• Choosing participants among hundreds of applicants.

• Arranging financial aid (enabling attendance for many).

• Dealing with U of O (division of Nike).

For which she was duly awarded the

2018 SIGPLAN Distinguished Service Award!
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What Makes It Work?

Zena herself, of course! (Along with her son, Edwin, and husband, Art.)

Jim Allen, dedicated liaison to students since Day 1.

Eugene is an ideal setting.

Devotion to principle over trends (in the face of pressure from funders).
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Happy Birthday, Zena!

May we long look forward to the next OPLSS!


